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We report on fs laser structuring and graphitization of diamond and experimental characterization of its
THz response. A full characterization of graphitized, conductive layer generated by laser irradiation is
carried out by performing scanning-electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and electrical measure-
ments. The transmittance of the laser textured diamond samples, both with the graphitic overlayer and
after selective oxidizing etching, is analyzed in the (0.25 ÷ 6.0) THz spectral range. A significant selective
absorption of the graphitized overlayer towards polarized THz radiation is demonstrated, which is
associated to the formation of graphitic laser induced periodic surface structures. This anisotropy allows
conceiving compact passive metasurfaces based on conductive/dielectric patterns on the diamond plate
surface for the development of robust, lightweight and broadband THz optical components.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Diamond and graphite are two of the allotropes of carbon with
extremely different physical properties arising from their distinct
crystal structures. For example, diamond is optically transparent
and an electrical insulator, whereas graphitic phases of carbon
are optically opaque and may transport efficiently electrical cur-
rent. Recently, laser processing and induced graphitization of dia-
mond is opening up interesting routes in manufacturing new
elements in photonics, electronics, energy conversion, etc. [1e5].
In fact, the very different electrical and optical properties between
diamond and graphitic-like materials coupled to the versatility of
the laser processing approaches can make possible adding new
functionalities by engineering a diamond crystal at the surface or
in the volume [4,6e9]. This might be exploited to develop sub-
wavelength structures for the manipulation of surface plasmon
polaritons or photonic crystals with a corrugated surface showing
superlensing properties [10,11], to name a few examples.

Femtosecond (fs) laser irradiation has already shown interesting
results in the improvement of the THz emission and transmission
response of a material, as for example in the case of GaAs [12,13].
In particular, Zhao et al. reported on an anisotropic response to
THz radiation induced by the formation of laser induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) on GaAs [13]. The generation of LIPSS is
a characteristic phenomenon associated to fs laser irradiation of
solid target materials [14,15], and it has been reported also for dia-
mond [5,16e19]. The LIPSS formation is typically explained in terms
of the interference of the incident laser and surface scattered waves
related to the excited electrons and plasmonic excitation induced
during multi-pulse fs laser irradiation. Various kind of LIPSS can
be formed [14] and those induced in the case of diamond irradiated
by ultrashort laser pulses in various experimental conditions were
recently reviewed in Ref. [5]. The more common LIPPS, generally
indicated as ripples, show a typical period equal to lL/2n, being lL
the laser wavelength and n the refractive index of the target
material.

While the optical properties of diamond arewell established in a
wide spectral range [1,20], the characterization of the electromag-
netic (EM) response of the graphitized layers produced by fs laser
irradiation of diamond is still scarcely investigated [4,21].

Here we report an experimental investigation on the transmit-
tance in the THz spectral range of diamond films laser-irradiated
by ultrashort laser pulses. Our study is motivated by the increasing
interest in THz technologies and the demand of new optoelectronic
components and devices enhancing the capability either of manip-
ulating light and EMwaves or of collecting their energy. Diamond is
an ideal material for THz technology because it is very transparent
in the visible range as well as in the full THz range (0e30 THz),
while graphite is (like any conductor) strongly absorbing. The com-
bination of these two materials, with a tailored long-range order, is
therefore likely to allow the design of new THz-optics devices.
Since micromachining of the robust diamond lattice with standard
microelectronics technique is a rather hard task, laser-induced
modifications may provide an alternative approach. In particular,
the effective possibility to create graphitized islands in the dia-
mond lattice represents a key-tool in the development of THz
metamaterial components.

Fs laser irradiation of diamond has already allowed the tailoring
of diamond optical properties [3,22] and the development of black
diamond films for solar energy conversion [16,23] with enhanced
optical absorptance in the UV-VIS-NIR range and drastically
improved sub-bandgap responsivity. Exploiting surface graphitiza-
tion, the response of fs laser processed diamond can be investigated
also in the THz region, thus assessing the viability of diamond as a
route towards an all-carbon platform for THz metamaterials.

Here diamond samples are irradiated with fs laser pulses
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producing a graphitized, conductive overlayer on the complete sur-
face. Black diamond samples are also obtained by selective
oxidizing wet etching after laser irradiation. Both classes of struc-
tured materials are characterized by field-emission scanning-elec-
tron microscopy (FE-SEM), Raman spectroscopy and electrical
measurements. Their EM response is analyzed in the (0.25 ÷ 6.0)
THz range by exploiting THz Time-Domain-Spectroscopy (TDS).
Two different TDS systems for generating and detecting THz pulses
were used both to improve the soundness of the experimental find-
ings and characterize the samples over a wide spectral range. The
observed results, given in terms of transmittance, demonstrate a
significant selective absorption of the graphitic overlayer towards
polarized THz radiation.

We used as startingmaterial free-standing 10� 10mm2 thermal
grade, polycrystalline, CVD diamond plates, produced by Element
Six Ltd, with a thickness of 250 mm, a surface roughness lower
than 50 nm, and a bulk resistivity of the order of 1015Ucm. The laser
source is a Ti:Sapphire system delivering 800 nm linearly polarized
laser pulses with a duration ofz100 fs at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
The diamond target is held on a XY translation stage located in a
high vacuum chamber (<10�7 mbar) perpendicularly to the laser
optical path and laser processed over an area of about 9.5 � 9.5
mm2 through appropriate sample scanning. The variation of exper-
imental parameters (e.g. translation speed, pulse fluence, etc.) al-
lows inducing different modifications to the diamond sample
surface. In the present study, we measure the THz response of laser
irradiated diamond by selecting two twin samples processed by us-
ing the same experimental conditions. In particular, laser pulses
with energy of 3.6 mJ are focused on the sample surface to a spot
diameter of the Gaussian laser beam (at 1/e2 of its maximum inten-
sity) of z250 mm. The sample target is moved at a scanning speed
of 0.75 mm/s to form longitudinal lines, with a longitudinal overlap
of about 99.5% and a number of overlapped pulses of z330. A line-
to-line separation P ¼ 75 mm is used in the laser treatments. These
parameters induce a total accumulated fluence released on the
sample of 5.0 kJ/cm2, i.e. the experimental conditions for the pro-
duction of high performance black diamond [23]. After the laser
treatments, a first sample is processed by a selective oxidizing
etching (solution of H2SO4:HClO4:HNO3 in the 1:1:1 ratio, 15 min
at boiling point) in order to remove the graphitic overlayer [16],
thus obtaining a reference black diamond (BD) sample. The second
one is left as treated and indicated as graphitized diamond (GD)
hereafter.

Fig. 1 reports FE-SEM cross-sectional images of the cross-
sections of the two samples obtained with a Leo Supra-35 model.
Panel (a) of Fig. 1 illustrates the morphological features of the
graphitized sample evidencing the formation of a compact
graphitic overlayer with a thickness of about 700e800 nm over
the diamond plate. The zoomed view (panel (b)) better shows the
texture of the surface in form of a corrugated overlayer covering
Fig. 1. SEM images of panels (a) and (b) show the cross-section of graphitized diamond
at two different magnifications; panel (c) displays the diamond LIPSS left on the BD
sample surface after selective oxidizing etching. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)
diamond LIPSS. Panel (c) reports a cross section of the BD sample
obtained after selective removal of sp2 carbon and displaying the
characteristic surface diamond LIPSS with a height of about 250
nm. Interestingly, both the graphitic cover and the underlying dia-
mond ripples show the same spatial disposition, perpendicularly to
the laser beam polarization, and a period L z 170 nm [16,23]. The
nanoparticles observed in panel (c) are due to the conductive layer
of gold coating covering the black diamond sample for the FE-SEM
measurements.

Fig. 2 reports the Raman spectra taken on the GD (panel a) and
BD (panel b) samples, at room temperature with an Arþ laser (514.5
nm) in back-scattering geometry. The measurements were carried
out by using a Dilor XY triple spectrometer (1 cm�1 resolution)
equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled charge coupled device de-
tector. A customized system with an adapted Olympus microscope
arranged in confocal mode allows to obtain a spot size of 2 mm. The
Raman spectrum the GD sample displays characteristic signatures
of carbon phases with two broad peaks at 1380 cm�1 (D band, asso-
ciated to the breathing mode of sp2 hybridization in aromatic
chains, taking into account the disorder in sp3/sp2 carbon bonds)
and 1580 cm�1 (G band, associated to the stretching vibration of
the sp2 hybridization in carbon-carbon bonds and aromatic chains)
[24], without any signal from the underlying diamond due to the
strong absorption of the exciting photons by the thick graphitic
overlayer covering the GD sample. The ratio between the intensities
of the two bands ID/IG is about 1.33, thus indicating an almost
similar contribution of sp2 and sp3 carbon allotropes [25]. Similar
features have been observed earlier in the Raman spectrum both
of CVD diamond plates irradiated by KrF excimer laser pulses and
hydrogenated amorphous carbon thin films irradiated by fs laser
pulses [21,26].

Fig. 2(b) reports the Raman signal registered on the BD sample,
with an intense characteristic diamond peak at 1332 cm�1 [27],
over a noisy background indicating no evidence of sp2 contribution
and confirming that all surface graphitic-based contents are
removed by the wet etching.

The electrical resistivity of the samples is characterized using a
Van der Pauwmethod [28]. The graphitized layer on the GD sample
is stable and homogenous on the surface, and electrically active
with an overall extremely conductive behavior in many repeatable
Fig. 2. Raman spectra recorded at room temperature for the GD (panel a) and BD
(panel b) samples. The intensity was normalized to each maximum value. In panel (a)
the black curve shows the measured Raman profile that is deconvoluted in the two
characteristic D and G bands of graphitic phases. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)



Fig. 3. Panel (a): sketch of the THz wave for THz electric field polarization orthogonal
(T⊥, red symbols) parallel (T||, blue symbols) to the LIPSS. Panel (bee): transmittance of
graphitized (bec) and black (dee) diamond as taken using TDS-1 (left) and TDS-2
(right) setups. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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cycles of measurements. Its resistivity isz 8� 10�3 U cm, that well
compares with typical values (z10�4 U cm) for highly oriented py-
rolytic graphite. On the contrary, the electrical resistivity of the BD
sample is larger than 105 U cm (ten orders of magnitude lower than
bulk resistivity of the pristine diamond samples), likely due to the
presence of defects within the diamond bandgap [29].

The THz response of the samples is characterized bymeans of two
different TDS systems. The first one (TDS-1) exploits a standard setup
based onphoto-conducting antennas excited by az90 fs laser pulses
at 1560 nm and generating a transient electric field pulses of 1e2 ps
(Tera-K15, Menlo Systems) that provides measurements in the range
0.2e1.5 THz with a resolution of about 2.5 GHz. The second system
(TDS-2), instead, produces broadband THz pulses through air-
plasma generation by using a high-power regenerative Ti:Sappire
amplifier (z4W, 800 nm, 35 fs,1 kHz repetition rate) [30]. The gener-
ated radiation is filtered by means of a high resistivity thick silicon
wafer, removing any unwanted radiation, and detected by means of
electrooptic sampling in an LAPC (Lemke/amorphous polycarbonate)
electrooptic polymer. This allows investigating the THz response of
the sample in the spectral range 0.5e6 THz. From the comparison
with the reference electric fields, the transmittance T of the samples
is obtained with both setups. The measurements are carried out in a
dry nitrogen environment in order to reduce any possible influence
fromwater vapor contributions in the recorded signals.

As a reference, the transmission of an untreated diamond plate
is also measured (not shown), observing an average transmissivity
of z70% and an oscillating behavior of T as a function of frequency
n, due to the Fabry-Perot (etalon) effect, with maxima separated by
a spectral distance Dnz0.25 THz, consistently with a refractive in-
dex of diamond of 2.376 [4].

The transmittance T of the laser processed diamond samples is
measured for impinging THz beam polarization parallel and
perpendicular to the ripples formed on the laser structured samples
(see Fig. 3(a)). The variation of T vs n recorded by the TDS-1 and
TDS-2 setups is reported in Fig. 3, panels (b) and (c) for GD and
(d) and (e) for BD samples, respectively.

We illustrate first the THz response of the GD sample. In Fig. 3(b)
and (c) one can observe a drastic reduction of the transmittance for
the GD sample for both polarizations and a damping of the oscilla-
tion amplitude, because of the absorption produced by the
graphitic overlayer. Strikingly, a clear anisotropy in the THz trans-
mittance occurs for polarizations parallel (T||) and perpendicular
(T⊥) to ripples orientation. In particular, T|| reduces to a value of
the order of z10% over the investigated range. This is consistent
with the value of the transmittance of a homogeneous graphitized
film (thickness z580 nm) produced on a diamond plate by KrF
excimer laser (z20 ns) irradiation recently reported by Komlenok
et al. around 1 THz [4]. Instead, T⊥ is much larger all over the inves-
tigated spectral range, thus evidencing a clear influence of the
graphitic overlayer morphology on the THz response of the sample.
These experimental observations suggest that the formation of a
rippled, graphitic layer by fs laser irradiation on the diamond sur-
face imparts a linear dichroism to the sample leading to a strong
anisotropic response to THz radiation. In particular, the measured
transmittance values indicate that the degree of polarization,
DOP¼(T⊥-T||)/(T⊥þT||), of the GD sample has an average value of
(65 ± 5)% for TDS-1 and (62 ± 6)% for TDS-2 spectral ranges. While
such a figure is still too low to compete with conventional metal
grid polarizers, due to the higher electrical conductivity of metals,
it is nevertheless a promising outcome with significant room for
improvements by appropriate design and optimization of the fs
laser graphitized diamond structure.

We turn now to the THz response of the BD sample, whose
transmittance is reported in Fig. 3(d) and (e). T anisotropy is also
observed in the BD sample, due to the presence of the ripples
decorating the sample surface after the removal of the graphitized
layer. Nevertheless, this anisotropy is largely reduced in the nar-
rower spectral range of the TDS-1, whereas it is still pronounced
at the higher frequencies probed by the TDS-2 systems.

It is worth to observe that increasing the frequency the trans-
mittance of both GD and BD samples starts acquiring a noisy profile
without modifying in any way the overall behavior. We ascribe this
behavior to the presence of the “mesoscopic” periodicity P related
to the laser writing process present on the samples surface that
might be responsible for the onset of diffraction anomalies at fre-
quencies above fP ¼ c

P z 4 THz [31,32]; however more investiga-
tions are desirable to thoroughly address this specific issue.

The experimental observation in the lower frequency range of
TDS-1 clearly suggests that most of the difference in transmission
observed for the GD sample at the two THz field polarizations is
due to the sub-wavelength ordering of the graphitic overlayer. In
an attempt to better gather the THz properties of the graphitic over-
layer produced by fs laser surface texturing, we consider a very
simplified, heuristic model of the complex GD sample. This sample
can be depicted as a double layer consisting of a film of graphitic
carbon on the top of a black diamond substrate. In this scenario,
the transmission through the GD double layer can be derived by
considering the transmissivities of the graphitic layer (GL), TGL,
and of the BD sample, TBD. Since the total transmissivities of both
GD and BD samples are measured, one can eventually work out
the transmittance of the graphitized layer TGL as:

TGL ¼
TGD
TBD

¼ e�aGLdGL (1)

where aGL is the absorption coefficient and dGL the thickness of the
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GL. The spectral variation of TGL derived by Eq. (1) is reported in
Fig. 4. For the sake of a better readability of the plot, the values of
TGL were binned over frequency ranges of z0.14 THz for TDS-1 and
z0.4 THz for TDS-2, respectively, and the corresponding average
values were evaluated. The standard deviation of the mean has
been shown in Fig. 4 as vertical error bar, while the size of the bin is
reported as horizontal error bar. For TDS-1, the horizontal error bar
is smaller than the square symbol size.

We observe a clear difference for the different EM polarizations
in the broad (0.25 ÷ 3.0 THz) spectral range strongly decreasing and
almost overlapping at higher frequency values as a consequence of
the commensurability of the effective impinging wavelength l/nint
(where nint is the refractive index of the metasurface) [33]. These
results highlight amarked anisotropy in the transmission of THz ra-
diation from the graphitic overlayer produced in fs laser irradiation
of diamond and a direct correlation of the absorption coefficient
with the orientation of the graphitic ripples generated on the dia-
mond surface. By considering an average value of dGLz750 nm,
the simple model of Eq. (1) allows deriving estimates of the absorp-
tion coefficients aGL,⊥z5 � 105 m�1 and aGL,|| z2 � 106 m�1 at fre-
quency n z 1 THz. The values aGL,|| is fairly consistent with the
absorption coefficient of z1.7 � 106 m�1 at n z 2.1 THz reported
by Komlenok et al. for uniform, conductive graphitized layers
with submicron thickness produced by irradiating a CVD diamond
plate with a KrF excimer laser [21].

In summary, we have realized both graphitized and black dia-
mond samples treating thermal grade CVD polycrystalline diamond
plates by fs laser surface texturing. The corresponding THz
response has been investigated through the analysis of the trans-
mittance in the spectral range (0.25 ÷ 6.0) THz. Our experimental
findings demonstrate an interesting selective absorption of the
graphitic overlayers produced on the diamond samples to polarized
THz radiation in the range (0.25 ÷ 3) THz. The observed anisotropy
in the response of the GD sample is associated to the presence of
ripples over the graphitic overlayer. Such an anisotropy might be
further improved by an appropriate selection of the graphitized-
diamond layer features (e.g. thickness, ripples period, depth, etc.).
Therefore, by exploiting fs laser irradiation one can selectively
turn from dielectric to metallic-like specific micro-zones of the dia-
mond plate and generate passive circuits and metasurfaces in THz
Fig. 4. Transmittance of the graphitized layer as recorded by using TDS-1 (squares)
and TDS-2 (circles) setups for polarization parallel (T||, blue symbols) and orthogonal
(T⊥, red symbols) to the surface ripples. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)
band for the fabrication of robust, lightweight and broadband
THz optical components. A better optical strength of diamond-
based structures can be expected, which might render such an
approach a viable route to the development of robust, compact,
lightweight and broadband optical elements for ultra-intense THz
fields applications.
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